
VBS Decorating 
Blueprint 



Transform your church into an 
interactive workshop!

Ball Drop 
 � 4-inch x 10-foot corrugated HDPE solid drain pipe

 � carpet tubes (free from carpet sellers)

 � two 12-inch x 4-foot concrete form tubes           

 � spray paint (bright color for the rails)

 � Riveted Metal Plastic Backdrop* or Silver Corobuff* 

 � shiny silver duct tape 

 � 6 zip ties (11-inch long)

 � 3-4 tennis balls

 � jig saw

 � 12 1-inch screws 

 � cutting tool

 � cardboard

 � round 12-inch pizza pan

 � table saw

 � a friend, this project needs an extra set of hands

Begin by cutting the carpet tubes in half, so that they are 4 feet long, and 
then in half lengthwise like a gutter. These are the rails the ball rolls down. 
Next, measure all the spacing out for the rails before cutting holes in the 
12-inch tubes. We found when building this that taping the rails where the 
holes will be is a great way to test that there is enough angle. Begin with one 
12-inch x 4-foot tube. Measure down from the top 2 inches, then use the 
jigsaw to cut out a circle about 4.5 inches across. Then measure down from 
the top 22 inches and cut out another 4.5-inch circle, then measure down 
29 inches from the top to cut out another 4.5-inch circle. Be sure that each 
hole is directly below the first hole, ensuring the rails will be aligned. In the 
second 12-inch tube, measure down from the top 8 inches and cut a 4.5-inch 
circle, measure down from the top 15 inches and cut a 4.5-inch circle, and 
again 40 inches from the top another 4.5-inch circle. On the opposite side 
of the tube, find the point directly across from the last hole and cut a 4.5-
inch circle. A quick, easy way to cover the 12-inch tubes is to use the Riveted 
Metal Plastic Backdrop. Use clear packing tape and the plastic backdrop to 
cover the tubes, and then paint the rails a bright fun color. Once the rails 
have dried, add duct tape to the edges to cover any sharp edges. Next, cut 
a 24-inch piece of drain pipe and bend it to fit from the top of the large tube 
down to the first hole. Do the same for the next two holes and the two holes 
in the other tube. After placing the drain tubes in the holes, place the rails 
inside the drain tubes and fasten with a large zip tie and finish with shiny 
duct tape. The last step is to add a piece of cardboard with a hole cut out for 
the first tube (where kids can drop the balls) and the pizza pan to the top of 
the second tube (to cover the top). 



Peg Board Possibilities 
 � two concrete form tubes (10-inch diameter) 

 � 4x4 foot piece of peg board 

 � 20 #8 wood screws

 � cardboard (optional for the tops of the tubes)

 � 4-5 colors of paint 

 �  circular objects that can spin, such as Frisbees, lids, or 
sturdy paper plates 

 � cans, all in various sizes

 �  fun objects to fill the cans, such as Slinkys, colored craft sticks, 
or paint brushes

 � gears from the Giant Decorating Poster Pack* 

 � Cool Connectors*

 �  Riveted Metal Plastic Backdrop* to cover the tubes or 2 cans 
spray paint

 � drill and 3/16 drill bit

 � extension cord

Begin by spray painting the tubes or covering them with the Riveted 
Metal Plastic Backdrop. Paint the peg board a bright color. Screw the 
peg board on in three different places to the tubes, to help the peg 
board stand upright. For added stability, the peg board was kept resting 
on the ground and the tubes placed one on the front of the peg board 
and one behind. 

Drill holes in the center of the “spinning” objects, if needed, like the 
center of a Frisbee or metal paint can lid. If desired, tape the gear 
images from the poster pack onto the outside of the circular objects. 
Use Cool Connectors to attach these objects to the peg board. You can 
also make supply containers for the peg board out of tin cans. Drill holes 
in the back side of the cans using a drill. Spray paint the cans various 
colors and allow to dry. Attach the containers to the peg board using 
Cool Connectors, and fill with objects.

Zip-Tie Doo-Dah-Dah 
 � 3x5 foot sheet of black foam core or cardboard

 � 2 pool noodles

 � 1 can of turquoise or other fun color spray paint 

 � 24 feet of thin rope or cord 

 � cutting blade 

 � 1 roll brightly colored duct tape 

 � 30 zip ties, 9-inches long

 � 3 pieces of pool noodle 3-inches long

 � 3 rubber bands

 � 10 feet of 8-inch aluminum flex pipe 



Using a cutting blade, cut the foam core into a simple pyramid shape. Lay 
the two pool noodles about a foot apart along the length of the foam core and 
tie the pool noodles to the board by putting a hole through the foam core and 
threading the cord through the hole. Knot the back of the cord. Secure the pool 
noodles to the board in several places. 

Stretch the tubing so that it is 10 feet long. Cut the aluminum tubing into four 
pieces of the following lengths: 20 inches; 26 inches; 34 inches; 40 inches. Spray 
paint the tubing. Cover the sharp edges by hammering them down and wrapping 
the edges in decorative duct tape. Lay the pieces of tubing on the foam core, 
with the shortest piece at the top and the longest piece at the bottom, widest 
part of the pyramid. Tie the tubing to the board at each end by putting a hole 
through the foam core and threading the cord through the hole. Knot the back. 
Do this for each tube. 

To build the zip tie mallets:
Gather 10 zip ties with the wide ends all together. Rubber band the zip ties 
together. Tape over the rubber bands so that it fits snuggly into the end of a 
3-inch piece of pool noodle. Other things that work for great sound would be 
straws gathered in bundles, plastic spoons, and ping pong balls on chop sticks.

Wrench Xylophone
 � wrenches in various sizes 

 � large rubber bands

 � pool noodle

 � colored spray paint 

Spray paint the wrenches and allow to dry. Once dry place them in biggest to 
smallest order by looping a rubber band over each end of the wrench, with a pool 
noodle in the center. Add the pool noodle to the Paint Can Stand (see Paint Can 
Stand instructions).

Paint Can Stand 
 � paint can 

 � quick mix cement

 � 40-inch PVC pole

 � black spray paint

Paint the paint can and PVC pole black. Allow 
to dry. Mix up a small amount of cement, 
following the instructions on the bag. (One 
bag of cement should be enough for 10 paint 
cans.) Place the PVC pole in the center of 
the paint can and fill the can ¾ of the way 
with cement. Allow the cement to dry before 
handling the can.



KidVid Cinema Room 
 � City Scape Plastic Backdrop* 

 � clear packing tape 

 � rope lights

 � scissors

 � Magnetic Hooks* or craft sticks

 � blankets

Cover the wall with the City Scape Plastic Backdrop 
from floor to ceiling. Hang from the ceiling using magnet 
hooks or craft sticks. Place rope light on the floor around 
the edge of the room, and put blankets on the floor for 
Crews to sit on.

Computer Panel 
 � 36x60-inch piece of black foam core 

 � rope lights 

 � red duct tape 

 � 9x13-inch disposable foil grilling pans 

 � 3 spools of ribbon or decorative cording in bright colors 

 � jumbo sized colored craft sticks 

 � furnace filter

 � silver, red, yellow, and blue duct tape (1 roll of each)

 � scissors

 � drill and ¼ drill bit

 � hot glue gun and glue

Decide how you want your computer panel to look by arranging the 
various items on the board. After you get an idea of the placement, drill 
holes for the lights and decorative cording. Tape the pans on. Press the 
lights and cording through from the back. Trim the panel with duct tape. 
Glue the jumbo craft stick to the board using hot glue.

Basket Lights
 � round laundry baskets from dollar store

 � shop lights (borrowed)

 � LED bulbs that does not get hot

 � drill

 � scissors or cutting blade

 � 1 can orange spray paint 

 � 1 can yellow spray paint  

Using a drill or cutting blade, cut a hole large enough for the plug of the 
cord to fit through in the bottom of the baskets. Paint the baskets, and 
allow to dry. Put the shop lights in and hang from the ceiling. 



Imagination Station Workshop Room 
�  Maker Fun Factory Fabric Wall Hanging*

 �  Blueprint Paper Plastic Backdrop (4 packs cover an 
8x60-foot space or 3 20-foot walls floor to ceiling)

�  paint splats from the Giant Decorating Poster Pack*

�  Imagination Station Poster Pack*

�  clear packing tape

�  Magnetic Hooks* or craft sticks 

�  scissors

Use the magnetic hooks to hang the backdrop where you 
want it. We used the backdrop in sections with space in 
between. After hanging the backdrop, begin covering the 
other sections of your walls with the Blueprint Paper Plastic 
Backdrop. For floor to ceiling coverage, we started at the 
ceiling and used craft sticks in the drop ceiling to hang the 
Blueprint Paper backdrop Continue this the entire length 
of the wall overlapping only an inch or so. Tape the paint 
splats from the Giant Decorating Poster Pack and the 
Imagination Station Posters to the Blueprint Paper backdrop 
around your room. 

Giant Knitting Needles 
 �  2 giant Styrofoam balls 12 inches 

or larger (playground balls can 
be used)

 �  2 bright colors of yarn (1 skein 
of each)  

 � 2 dowel rods, ¾ inch x 3 feet  

 � 4 small paper plates

 � spray paint

 � basket 

 �  piece of knitting like an afghan or 
baby blanket

 � hot glue

Wrap each ball with yarn. If using a playground ball, tape the yarn on to get 
started. Place the wrapped balls in the basket and add a finished knit item. 
Pair the paper plates together, sandwiching them together so they make a 
little saucer looking structure. Glue them together. Find the center point, 
and use a knife to put a small “x” at the center of the plates. Put hot glue on 
the top of the dowel and poke the dowel through the “x” on the plate. Allow 
to dry. Paint the dowel “needles” with spray paint. Poke into the foam. If 
using playground balls, just situate the needles in the basket.


